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Introduction
What is the Anthem Church brand? Is it the logo? A handful of fonts and colors? Is 
it a set of unbreakable rules that, when followed to the letter, represent our church?

If only. If only our brand was something we created, something we could pour over 
for hours until it was the perfect embodiment of who we are as an organization, 
as individuals, or as followers of Jesus. But no, our brand is so much more, it’s a 
container for all our visitors experiences, impressions, and expectations. A visual 
shortcut to everything Anthem Church means to them. 

So why do these guidelines matter? Every weekend service, social media post, and 
invitation passed from a friend to a friend adds to the Anthem experience and 
we want to make sure each carries the same beauty, excellence, and consistent 
messaging. 

Beauty to show the life our mission gives to us, excellence to match our passion, and 
consistency to foster familiarity, instant recognizability among our community, and 
unity of messaging across platforms. 

So let’s get started!
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Our mission statement is more than just 

our inspiration for launching Anthem 

Church, it’s a promise we believe God 

makes to everyone, it’s our true north 

when making big decisions, it’s our rallying 

cry, it’s our passion, it’s our anthem.

Our
Mission

We are here to awaken

every[one] around us to the 

life God has for us.



Expressing everything Anthem Church 

is to us in just a few keywords is no 

easy task. This list is by no means 

exhaustive, but if we follow the spirit 

of these few simple guideposts we 

can reflect what we believe is the 

personality of Jesus in all our initiatives, 

interactions, and first impressions.

Brand
Keywords

Anthem IS:

Modern

Inviting

Casual

Trustworthy

Different

Fresh

Clear

Honest

Confident

Not Old-Fashioned

Not Exclusive

Not Controlling

Not Fickle

Not Derogatory

But Grounded

Not Confusing

Not Aggressive

Not Know-It-Alls

For Every[one]
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The Anthem Church mission is to awaken 

every[one] around us to the life God has 

for us. That’s why the centerpiece of our 

logo, and the foundation of our entire visual 

brand, is a megaphone. We’ve been asked 

to spread the greatest message in the world, 

and we think that’s worth singing out.

The Full Logo comes in two distinct 

variations, referred to as Anthem 

Church, and Anthem Only. Each of these 

variations can be displayed in 3 different 

lockups, displayed on the next page.

Worth a Thousand Words

The 
Logo



Anthem Church & Anthem Only

Logo
Lockups

Each of these lockups are equally viable 

options for your design, use whichever 

balances the artwork as a whole.



Each of the logo variations and lockups 

can be used in any of these color 

schemes.

Displayed here is

Anthem Church Left Justified. 

Full Color
Options



While the full color logo options are 

preferable, they are not always practical 

or possible. When the medium or design 

dictates, single color versions of any logo 

variation or lockup are usable.

Displayed here is

Anthem Only Right Justified. 

Single Color
Options



       Logo Construction

Note: Text Block height is equal to Icon 

interior height.

       Minimum Clear Space

Use the cap height of the word ‘Anthem’ 

as a general rule for minimum clear space 

around all variations and lockups of the 

logo.

       Minimum Display Size

Minimum print size: 1.5” wide

Minimum digital size: 108px wide

Logo
Specifications



The Anthem Megaphone Icon is the 

most reduced version of the Anthem 

logo. This Icon acts as shorthand for 

the full logo, and will likely become 

the most recognizable feature of the 

Anthem Brand, but to the uninitiated it is 

meaningless so be certain to never use 

the Icon without other, more explicit, 

Anthem Church touch-points nearby. 

These include the full logo, a social 

media profile name, or being displayed 

at an Anthem event. Just think, if I didn’t 

know what this Icon meant, could I look 

further and find out?

Megaphone
Icon

Note: The Megaphone Icon only
displays in single color versions.



       Do not use low resolution or overly compressed logos

       Do not stretch, skew, or rotate the logo

       Do not replace elements or create ‘sub-logos’

       Do not use unapproved colors

       Do not attempt to retype or recreate the logo

       

       Do not used unapproved lockups or arrangements

       of elements

       Do not invade minimum clear space

       Do not place the logo on backgrounds that impede                

       legibility due to color or complexity

       Do not display the text block without the

       Megaphone Icon 

Proper logo assets are available for every situation.

Never attempt to redraw or retype any elements of the Anthem Church Full Logo. 

Logo
Misuses



Brand 
Colors

Primary Brand Colors

Secondary Brand Colors

Pantone® Selections
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The Anthem Church primary color 

palette was developed entirely in 

support of our primary anchor color: 

Anthem Blue.

Basic color theory ascribes feelings 

of trust, refreshment, energy, and 

friendliness to blue. The mission of 

Anthem Church to awaken every[one] 

around us to the life God has for us is 

perfectly represented by our sky blue 

anchor color.

Primary 
Brand Colors

Anthem Blue

R: 33 G: 178 B: 222

#21b2dd

C: 70 M: 9 Y: 5 K:0

R: 36 G: 31 B: 33

#231e21

C: 70 M: 68 Y: 62 K:73

R: 251 G: 249 B: 242

#fbf9f2

C: 1 M: 1 Y: 4 K:0

Near Black

Off-White



These secondary colors bring handfuls 

of life, vibrancy and expression to 

the Anthem Church Brand. While 

these colors should always be paired 

with or alongside colors from the 

primary palette their use is otherwise 

unrestricted. 

Secondary 
Brand Colors

Creamsicle

Bitter Lemon

Catalina Blue

Anthem Red

R: 250 G: 176 B: 64

#f9af3f

C: 0 M: 35 Y: 85 K: 0

R: 209 G: 222 B: 41

#d1de29

C: 22 M: 0 Y: 98 K: 0

R: 41 G: 61 B: 84

#283d54

C: 88 M: 72 Y: 44 K: 36

R: 224 G: 82 B: 48

#e05130

C: 7 M: 83 Y: 92 K: 0



Pantone® 
Selections
Though the Pantone Matching System® 

is rarely used in modern digital printing, 

these selections are often referenced 

when ordering soft goods, coffee mugs, 

pens, hula hoops, and other miscellany.

298 C Black 3  C P 7-1 C 50%

7579 C534 CP 163-8 C1365 C



Brand
Fonts

Museo Sans

Spectral

Hamilton
Typography Basics
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Museo Sans is a sans serif type face family 

designed by Jos Buivenga. Museo Sans’ 

rounded counters and wide geometric 

glyphs are friendly, unique, and highly 

legible at all weights. 

Use Museo Sans for headlines, short 

and medium format body copy, or as 

decorative text.

Fonts
Museo Sans

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk
Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu
Vv Xx Yy Zz

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

‘? ’ “ ! ” (%)[#]{@}/&\$¢

We’re playing your song.

Many of us would describe ourselves as being at the begin-
ning of a spiritual quest or journey, and Alpha is a chance 
to dig into the big questions about life, God, faith, the Bible 
etc. No question is out of bounds, and you’re free to discuss 
as much or as little as you wish.

100

100 Italic

300

300 Italic

500

500 Italic

700

700 Italic

900

900 Italic

Characters - Museo Sans 300

Headline - Museo 700

Best weight for copy

Best weight for bold text and headlines

Body Copy - Museo 300

Weights and Styles

Aa



Spectral is a stylish serif typeface designed 

by Production Type. Serif type faces are 

considered easier to read in long format 

on screens and in print.

Use Spectral as decorative text, long 

format body copy, such as letters or blog 

posts, or in applications that need a dash 

of professionalism or reverence.

Fonts
Spectral Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk

Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu
Vv Xx Yy Zz

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

‘? ’“ !” (%) [#] {@} /&\$¢

We’re playing your song.

8 Therefore, there is now no condemnation for those who 
are in Christ Jesus, because through Christ Jesus the law of 
the Spirit who gives life has set you free from the law of sin 
and death. For what the law was powerless to do because it 
was weakened by the flesh, God did by sending his own Son 
in the likeness of sinful flesh to be a sin offering. And so 
he condemned sin in the flesh, in order that the righteous 
requirement of the law might be fully met in us, who do not 
live according to the flesh but according to the Spirit.

Extra-Light

Extra-Light Italic

Light

Light Italic

Regular

Regular Italic

Medium

Medium Italic

Semi-Bold

Semi-Bold Italic

Bold

Bold Italic

Extra-Bold

Extra-Bold Italic

Characters - Spectral Medium

Headline - Spectral Bold

Body Copy - Spectral Medium

Styles

Aa Click to download

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Spectral


Hamilton is a relaxed handwritten typeface 

designed by Ardyana Types. 

Casual and legible, the restrained used 

of Hamilton adds a human element to 

branded designs. Hamilton should be used 

very sparingly, as a short line, quote, or 

called our word. Never use Hamilton for 

extended copy. 

FontsHamilton Aa B b  C c  Dd Ee  Ff  G g  Hh  I i  J j  K k
L l  Mm N n  O o  Pp Q q  R r  S s  T t  U u
V v  X x  Y y  Z z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
? “! ” (%)[#] {@ }/&\$.

Characters - Hamilton

Usage Samples

Look to the Lord and his strength;
 seek his face always.

– 1 Chronicles 16:11

Aa Click to download

We’re playing          song.

https://www.dafont.com/hamillton.font


Typography Basics

Properly capitalize headlines and body copy

Font size should be 10–12 points in printed doc u ments

Use smooth, even letter-spacing

Contrasting fonts can be  beautiful

Bold, regular, and light weights have their place

Make your type big enough to read

BECAUSE ALL CAPS CAN APPEAR UNFRIENDLY.

anything smaller and text starts loosing legibility, you’d have to be pretty dedicated to read this far.

l o o s e, tight, or u ne ven spacing inhibits legibility.

but don’t mix more than  two at a time.

but too many mixed weights are tough to read.

without yelling!



Photography

The Power of Photography

Color Grading

Stylized Photography
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Nothing tells a story, exposes truth or 

brings an abstract thought to life like a 

photograph. Our photography doesn’t 

always show our best side or make us 

seem like perfect people - it tells the 

true story of a group of people following 

Jesus through the highs and the lows.

Nature photography and abstract art can 

inspire the soul, but God’s focus is on the 

human element, and so is ours. As often 

as possible feature medium-to-tight 

shots of real Kensington people. When 

shooting or collecting photos remember: 

focus on the faces. 

Power of
Photography



Color grade Anthem photography to taste 

with the following tips in mind.

+  Mildly ‘crushing’ black levels unifies our 

photographs and gives them a sense of 

depth and reality. 

+  Warmer tones are often more inviting  

and friendly.

+  Saturate colors for richness, not just 

brightness.

+  Accurate and pleasing skin tones are the 

most important part of color correcting/

grading.

 -  Over processing can ruin a great photo 

and make a real moment feel fake.

Color
Grading



Use the listed gradient maps to achieve 

these highly stylized looks.

(Seen previously as section 

title pages in this document.)

Gradient maps using other pairs of colors 

from the primary and secondary palettes 

are also possible.

Stylized
Photography

#21b2dd > #fff7e1

#283d54 > #fff7e1

#231e21 > #e05130

#231e21 > #fff7e1

#231e21 > #21b2dd



Graphic
Elements

Rounded Chips

Graphic Examples
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The rounded rectangular container shape 

used in the Megaphone Icon strikes a 

balance between simple and unique. Use 

the filled shape, called the ‘chip,’ freely as 

a splash of color, a container for text, or a 

window for photography. 

Rounded
Chips



The colors, fonts, shapes, and 

photographic styles described previously 

in this document provide the building 

blocks for graphics that run the 

gamut from fun to series, inviting to 

authoritative, all while creating together 

an instantly recognizable visual style.

Play freely with font combinations, 

color mixes, and uses of the chip -

the possibilities are almost endless!

Graphic
Examples



Anthem Branding
Cheat Sheet

Museo Sans
+ Headlines

+ Body Copy

+ Decorative Text

Spectral
+ Long Format Body Copy

+ Decorative Text

Hamilton
+ Decorative Text

– Never Body Copy

R: 33 G: 178 B: 222

#21b2dd

C: 70 M: 9 Y: 5 K:0

R: 36 G: 31 B: 33

#231e21

C: 70 M: 68 Y: 62 K:73

R: 251 G: 249 B: 242

#fbf9f2

C: 1 M: 1 Y: 4 K:0

R: 224 G: 82 B: 48

#e05130

C: 7 M: 83 Y: 92 K: 0

R: 209 G: 222 B: 41

#d1de29

C: 22 M: 0 Y: 98 K: 0

R: 41 G: 61 B: 84

#283d54

C: 88 M: 72 Y: 44 K: 36

R: 250 G: 176 B: 64

#f9af3f

C: 0 M: 35 Y: 85 K: 0

Anthem Blue Near Black Off-White

Anthem RedCatalina BlueBitter LemonCreamsicle

Full Logo Megaphone Icon
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anthemchurch life

http://anthemchurch.life
https://www.anthemchurch.life/

